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Abstract – Nowadays, the importance of supply chain management (SCM) includes timely and efficient
decisions at strategic, tactical, and operational levels while addressing economic and environmental aspects.
Meanwhile, designing an optimal supply chain to produce and distribute perishable items is of specific
significance because of its prominent role in the human food pyramid. Delivery time of these products plays
an important role which can directly affect customer satisfaction and is known as one of the main challenges.
We try to develop a novel bi-objective model to configure a closed-loop supply chain network (SCN) for such
products considering economic and environmental issues. Furthermore, according to the bi-objectiveness of
our suggested model, the ε-constraint approach (EC) is employed to validate the model in small-scale
instances. The obtained results showed that the model has an appropriate efficiency in solving the problems.
Eventually, managerial insights are presented using the sensitivity analysis method for key parameters of the
problem. It is demonstrated that the objective functions are so sensitive to the demand parameter where 20%
increase and 10% decrease in this parameter lead to the most significant changes in the 1st and 2nd objective
functions, respectively.
Keywords– Closed-loop supply chain network, Customer satisfaction, Perishable products, ε-constraint
approach, Sensitivity analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
The design of supply chains and related transportation and logistics systems is an important issue for all segments of
society due to its effects on the main factors of the country's economy, such as production, price, employment, and cost
of living metric (Haddadsisakht and Ryan, 2018). In the past, each production center tried to increase its market share
by paying attention to the number of products produced, but in today's competitive environment, it is obvious that
production centers and companies seek to create strategic and operational decisions to optimize and manage their
logistic systems. Therefore, to gain more advantage in the market, they should look for solutions by which they can
reduce costs and increase customer satisfaction continuously and simultaneously. Customer satisfaction increases if
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products and goods reach customers within a certain time. Especially in the fields of perishable products, research
has shown that shipping costs are a great part of the cost of the products. One of the vital operational decisions related
to these challenges is the use of a multi-level system for the distribution of goods, which results in a large decrease in
costs and improves service quality. In addition to the economic aspects, the use of this type of distribution system leads
to reduced traffic, environmental pollution, and noise in the city centers because the vehicles of the last level are smaller
and provide more satisfaction to the citizens (Özceylan et al., 2014; Khorshidvand et al., 2021).
Perishable products are items that may be damaged or spoiled over time by changes in temperature, pressure,
humidity, or any environmental conditions, such as food, dairy, vegetables, meat, medicine, etc. (Yavari and Geraeli,
2019). The perishable supply chain has always been one of the most significant and attractive subjects in supply chain
management (SCM) at different times. The challenge for companies in managing perishable food supply chains is that
the value of the product is highly dependent on the environment over time. Shipping time, temperature, pressure, and
humidity are the key elements in transporting perishable items. Carrying such materials, it is necessary to observe the
requirements in which the mentioned variables can be controlled. Any changes in the mentioned elements can affect the
quality of the shipped products. Failure to comply with the required standards at any point in the supply chain of
perishable products can cause irreparable damage to the customer's products and make them unusable. Therefore,
choosing the shipping method is highly important. So, the distribution of perishable products throughout the supply
chain with the highest quality is one of the most significant competitive measures in the field of perishable products,
and corporations must take this concept into consideration while designing the optimal supply chain (Diabat et al.,
2019).
This study intends to offer a novel mathematical model for a green closed-loop supply chain network (SCN) for
perishable products, which tries to minimize the total cost and environmental pollution at the same time. To validate the
offered model, the bi-objective model is first transformed into a single-objective model by the ε-constraint approach and
then is solved by designing numerical instances in the CPLEX solver.
The structure of the remaining sections is given as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature of this work in the form
of previous research. The proposed problem and the proposed modeling are given in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
ε-constraint technique. The validation of the suggested model and the computational results are given in Section 5, and
finally, in Section 6, the conclusions and future suggestions are described.

II. PREVIOUS STUDIES
According to the literature, there are limited studies that have been performed in the field of the perishable SCM are
reviewed as well as literature related to forward, reverse, and closed-loop SCNs.
Kannan et al. (2010) offered a multi-period multi-product multi-level mixed-integer linear programming model
(MILP) model for battery recycling and implemented a case study. The decisions made in this model were for
preparation, production, distribution, return, and disposal of materials. Pishvaee et al. (2010) offered a multi-objective
MILP model that aims to maximizing network responsiveness and minimizing total cost in a closed-loop SCN. To treat
the suggested problem, a genetic algorithm (GA) was applied. Zarandi et al. (2011) introduced a multi-objective closedloop SCN design problem and solved it by a fuzzy goal programming (GP) method. In this network, the five-level of
forwarding flow contains suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, retailers, and customers, and the three-level of reverse
flow consists of customers, collection centers, and recovery centers. In their model, it is assumed that warehouses are
separate from factories, and different levels of capacity and potential locations are taken into account for factories and
warehouses, which the model determines their optimal location and capacity. Likewise, the flows between these
facilities should be determined by the model. Aras et al. (2011) suggested a nonlinear model for finding the location of
collection centers for the used product in a simple reverse logistics network. A noteworthy point in this paper is the
ability of the model to determine the purchase price of used products from its owners to maximize profits. To tackle the
problem, they employed a heuristic approach based on the Tabu search (TS) algorithm. Mahmoudzadeh et al. (2013)
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offered a model in which the optimal location of collection facilities for expired products is determined. Three quality
levels are considered for product collection. On the other hand, different qualities have been proposed for recycled raw
materials in recycling centers, which leads to the comprehensive performance of the model. Ramos et al. (2014) offered
a multi-objective model for designing a reverse logistics network, in which the first and second objectives correspond to
costs and environmental materials, and the 3rd objective function is related to social responsibility. Tactical and strategic
decisions were optimized concurrently in their proposed model.
Ozceylan et al. (2014) modeled an integrated closed-loop SCN and optimized the disassembly line balance. This
paper considered strategic and tactical decisions simultaneously within a closed-loop SCN. The main goal was to reduce
the total cost as much as possible, including transportation, purchase, renovation, and dismantling station operations.
Amin and Zhang (2014) provided a multi-objective mathematical model including several commodities, factories,
recycling technologies, demand markets, and collection centers. This problem is to minimize the costs of the given
SCN, in addition to minimizing the waste rate and operation time in collection centers. Soleimani and Kannan (2015)
designed a large-scale multi-period, multi-level, multi-product closed-loop SCN. They combined GA and particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms to improve the efficacy of the GA by considering the positive aspects of PSO.
Rezapour et al. (2015) proposed a closed-loop SCN in a price-dependent and competitive demand market. A bi-level
model was proposed in which reverses strategic network decisions were made at the higher level, and the tactical and
operational planning of the closed-loop SCN was done at the lower level. There is competition between two supply
chains to supply new products to similar markets and between a new SCN to supply a new or remanufactured product.
Keshavarz et al. (2017) studied an uncertain multi-period multi-product reverse logistics SCN. The objectives of their
problem were to minimize the total cost and maximize the total green points from the purchased raw materials. Safaei et
al. (2017) designed a robust mathematical model to configure the cardboard closed-loop SCN. Their goal was to
maximize total profits by taking into account operating costs, transportation costs, purchasing costs, and inventory
maintenance costs. The computational results obtained from their research were able to provide effective solutions for
the supply chain.
Haddad Sisakht and Rayan (2018) developed a closed-loop SCN by considering different modes of transportation
considering stochastic demand, and uncertain carbon tax rates. The objective function was to minimize the total SCN
cost at three levels. Kavyanfar et al. (2018) suggested a stochastic multi-product multi-level mathematical model design
the supply chain of small and medium industries in the clustering industry. Their suggested model tried to minimize the
total cost, which was solved by benders decomposition. Moreover, they presented a real case study with sensitivity
analysis to evaluate its efficiency. Dai et al. (2018) suggested a nonlinear model with fuzzy constraints to solve the
location-routing problem using GAs and harmonic search algorithm (HAS) in a three-level SCN of perishable products.
Their objective was to reduce the total cost of the SCN as much as possible. They employed LINDO software to
evaluate their proposed algorithms, and it was found that the proposed algorithms have a high ability to solve problems
in a suitable operating time. Mardan and Kamranrad (2020) offered a MILP model to address a bi-objective closed-loop
SCN configuration problem. They examined a real case study problem using the weighted GP approach. A locationrouting-inventory problem (LRRIP) was recently addressed within a closed-loop SCN by Navazi et al. (2021). Nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) was employed to tackle the problem using test problems. Finally,
Table I provides a summary of dominant and relevant research conducted in recent years.
In this study, a novel MILP model is provided to design a green closed-loop SCN to manage the distribution of
perishable items. Finally, after reviewing the literature, it is concluded that the research gap includes the following:
1. Configuring a green closed-loop SCN considers assumptions such as different production technology and different
modes of transportation specific to perishable products.
2. Developing a novel bi-objective MILP model in order to concurrently minimize the total cost and total amount of
emissions,
3. Taking into account special equipment and service at specific time windows to address the perishability of the
products,
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4. Considering recycling centers as one of the key actors to address sustainable development,
5. Making integrate optimal decisions for inventory management, location, and allocation of facilities and transportation
planning,
6. Sensitivity analysis of key parameters to examine the behavior of objective functions and to develop managerial
insights.
Table I. A summary of previous research in closed-loop supply chain

◘

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘

Social

Environmental

Objectives
Responsiveness

Perishability

Disposal

Repair

Recycling

Distribution

Recovery

Features

◘

Economic

Pishvaee & Torabi 2010

Collection

Year

Production

Reference

Suppliers

Levels of network

Solution methods

◘

ε-constraint

Wang et al.

2011

◘ ◘

◘

◘

◘

ε-constraint

Pishvaee et al.

2012

◘

◘

◘

◘

CPLEX

Chaabane et al.

2012

◘ ◘

◘ ◘

◘

◘

LINGO

Tseng & Hung

2014

◘ ◘

◘

◘

Exact method

Pishvaee et al.

2014

◘ ◘

◘

LINGO

Govindan et al.

2014

◘

Devika et al.

2014

◘ ◘ ◘

Azadeh et al.

2015

◘ ◘ ◘

Wu et al.

2017

◘ ◘

2017

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘

2018

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘

Kayvanfar et al.

2018

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘

Dai et al.

2018

◘ ◘

Yavari & Geraeli 2019

◘ ◘ ◘

Keshavarz
Ghorabaee et al.
Cheraghalipour
et al.

◘

◘

◘

◘

◘

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘

◘

◘

◘

◘ Benders decomposition
◘

◘

Lingo

◘

ε-constraint

◘

NSGA-II

◘

◘

GAMS

◘

◘

NSGA-II

◘

◘

◘

◘

◘

◘

◘
◘

◘

◘

LINGO

◘

Heuristics

◘

◘

Weighted goal
programming
weighted sum method
and Lagrangian
relaxation and
subgradient algorithm
Fuzzy goal
programming approach

◘

◘

NSGA-II

◘

◘

ε-constraint

◘

Mardan &
Kamranrad

2020

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘

◘

Khorshidvand
et al.

2021

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘

◘

◘

Nasr et al.

2021

◘ ◘ ◘

◘

◘

Navazi et al.

2021

◘

Current work

2021

◘ ◘ ◘

◘
◘ ◘

◘

◘

◘

◘

◘

◘

◘ Benders decomposition

◘
◘
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III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In designing the supply chain of perishable products, customer satisfaction increases if products and goods reach
customers within a certain period. Research has shown that a significant portion of the cost of products is related to
shipping costs. In this regard, one of the vital operational decisions is the use of a multi-level system for the distribution
of products, which leads to a large reduction in costs and improves service quality. In addition to the economic aspects,
the use of this type of distribution system leads to a reduction in traffic, environmental pollution, and noise in city
centers because the final level vehicles are smaller and provide more satisfaction to the citizen.
In this problem, a seven-level closed-loop SCN including suppliers, production facilities, distribution centers (DCs),
and customers to build up the forward logistics, and collection, disposal, and recovery facilities in the reverse logistics
is considered. Figure 1 shows the proposed seven-level SCN.

Figure 1. The proposed SCN.

According to the proposed network, the problem aims to
i. identify the optimal locations of facilities at five levels of production, distribution, collection, disposal, and recovery,
ii. calculate the number of products in production centers, the number of raw materials supplied from suppliers,
iii. determine the level of inventory in DCs, the number of perishable items transported from production facilities to
DCs, from DCs to customers, the number of products given back from customers to collection facilities, and the
number of products sent from collection facilities to disposal facilities and recovery facilities,
So that the total cost of the SCN and the total amount of pollutant emissions to be minimized.
Furthermore, at the production level, various production technologies along with various modes of transport
between levels are considered. Also, an important feature of this supply chain is the timely supply and distribution of
raw materials and products due to their perishable nature. In the following, the main assumptions of the model are
presented.
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1. The proposed SCN includes seven levels: 1) suppliers 2) manufacturer 3) distributor 4) customer 5) collection
centers 6) disposal centers, and 7) recovery centers.
2. Determining the optimal location is done in 5 levels of manufacturer, distributor, collection, recovery, and disposal
centers.
3. Several modes of transportation systems are considered in the SCN.
4. Several levels of production technology are considered.
5. The capacity of various facilities and centers is limited.
6. Costs of facility location, transportation, inventory shortage, and maintenance are fixed.
7. The problem is planned for one period.
8. In each planning period, a certain time is considered for the delivery of raw materials from suppliers to production
centers and delivery of products from DCs to customers.
9. Inventory shortage can occur DCs.
10. Several types of raw materials and several types of final products are considered
11. The volume of pollutant emissions depends on the amount of load, and the distance traveled between different
levels.
12. Each raw material is used in the production of the final product with a specific consumption coefficient.
Now, the notations of the proposed mathematical are given in the following:

Sets and indices
Suppliers (

),

Production facilities (
DCs (

),

),

Customers (

),

Collection facilities (
Disposal facilities (

),

Recovery facilities (
Time periods (
Final items (

),

),

),
),

Set of raw materials supplied from suppliers (

),

Set of transportation systems from suppliers to production centers (
Set of transportation systems from production centers to DCs (
Set of transportation systems from DCs to the customers (

),
),

),
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Set of transportation systems from customers to the collection facilities, from collection facilities to
recovery and disposal facilities and from there to the production center (
),
Set of production technology (

).

Parameters
Demand of customer c for final item r at period t,
Quantity of raw material type a needed to provide one unit of final item r at period t,
Consumption coefficient of raw material type a for producing one unit of final item r,
Recovery coefficient of final item r to raw material type a in the recovery center o,
Capacity of supplier s to supply raw material type a in each period,
Capacity of production facility p for final item r with technology w in each period,
Capacity of DC d for final item r in each period,
Capacity of collection facility m for final item r in each period,
Capacity of disposal facility q for final item r in each period,
Capacity of recovery facility o for final item r in each period,
Cost of transporting raw material a from the supplier s to the producer p with transportation system e in
the period t,
Amount of CO2 emission in transporting a unit of raw material a from the supplier s to the producer p
with transportation system e,
Preparation and transportation time of raw material a from supplier s to production facility p with
transportation system e,
Cost of transporting the final item r from manufacturer p to distributor d with transportation system f in
period t,
Cost of transporting final item r from manufacturer p to distributor d with transportation system f at
period t,
Cost of transporting final item r from distributor d to customer c with transportation system g at period t,
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Amount of CO2 emission in transporting a unit of final item r from distributor d to customer c with
transportation system g,
Preparation and transportation time of final item r from distributor d to customer c with transportation
system g in each period,
Cost of transporting the final item r from customer c to collection facility m with transportation system h
at period t,
Amount of CO2 emission in transporting a unit of final item r from customer c to collection facility m
with transportation system h,
Cost of transporting the final item r from collection facility m to disposal facility q with transportation
system h at period t,
Amount of CO2 emission in transporting a unit of final item r from collection facility m to disposal
facility q with transportation system h,
Cost of transporting the final item r from collection facility m to recovery facility o with transportation
system h at period t,
Amount of CO2 emission in transporting a unit of final item r from collection facility m to recovery
facility o with transportation system h,
Cost of transporting the returned processed final item r to recover in recovery facility o and production
facility p with transportation system h at period t,
Amount of CO2 emission in transporting a unit of returned processed final item r to recover in recovery
facility o and production facility p with transportation system h at period t,
Capacity of transportation system e,

Capacity of transportation system f,

Capacity of transportation system g,

Distance between supply center s and producer p,

Distance between producer p and distributor d,

Distance between distributor d and customer c,
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Distance between customer c and collection facility m,

Distance between collection center m and disposal facility q,

Distance between collection center m and recovery facility o,

Distance between recovery facility o and producer p,

𝛼

Flow rate of returned final item r from customer c in each period,

Flow rate of disposable final item r which is transferable from collection facilities to disposal facilities,

Production cost of final item r at period t by producer p with technology w,

Processing cost of final item r in DC d at period t,

Processing cost of final item r in collection facility m at period t,

Processing cost of final item r in disposal facility q at period t,

Processing cost of final item r in recovery facility o at period t,

Fixed cost of establishing production facility p at period t with production technology w,

Fixed cost of establishing DC d at period t,

Fixed cost of establishing collection center m at period t,

Fixed cost of establishing disposal center q at period t,

Fixed cost of establishing recovery center o at period t,
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Unit inventory cost of final item r in DC d at period t,

Unit shortage cost of final item r in DC d at period t,

(

(

) Time window for supplying raw materials type a at period t to manufacturers,

)Time window for delivering final item r at period t to customer c,

A very large number.

Variables
Quantity of final item r produced by producer p at period t by the production technology w,
Quantity of raw material type a transported from supply center s to production facility p at period t with
the transportation system e,
Quantity of final item r transported from production facility p to DC d at period t and with transportation
system f,
Quantity of final item r transported from DC d to customer c at period t and with transportation system g,
Quantity of final item r returned from customer c to collection facility m at period t with transportation
system h,
Quantity of final item r transported from collection facility m to disposal facility q at period t and with
transportation system h,
Quantity of final item r transported from collection facility m to recovery facility o at period t and with
transportation system h,
Quantity of recovered raw material a from final item r which is shipped from recovery facility o to
production facility p at period t with transportation system h,
Binary variable showing whether raw material type a transported from supply center s to production
center p at period t and with transportation system e or not,
Binary variable showing whether final item r transported from DC d to customer c at period t and with
transportation system g or not,
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Binary variable showing whether production center p opens with production technology w at period t or
not,
Binary variable showing whether DC p opens at period t or not,

Binary variable showing whether collection center m opens at period t or not,

Binary variable showing whether disposal center q opens at period t or not,

Binary variable showing whether recovery center o opens at period t or not,

Inventory of final item r in DC d at the end of period t,

Shortage of final item r in DC d at the end of period t.

A. Proposed mathematical model
Now, the 1st objective function is to minimize the total SCN cost.

∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑∑

(a)
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∑∑∑
∑∑

(b)

∑∑

∑∑∑

∑∑

∑∑∑

∑ ∑∑∑

∑∑

(c)

∑∑ ∑∑∑

∑∑∑∑∑
(d)

∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑

The first objective function consists of four parts. The first part covers transportation costs at each stage of the
forward and reverse logistics. The first part also includes seven terms: the total cost of transportation between suppliers
and producers, producers and distributors, distributors and customers, customers and collection facilities, collection and
disposal facilities, collection and recovery facilities, and eventually between recovery facilities and producers. The
second part includes the location cost of all facilities at different levels in the supply chain. This part of the objective
function consists of 5 terms: the total cost of locating manufacturers, distributors, collection centers, disposal centers,
and recovery centers. In the third part, inventory and shortage costs of the DCs are computed, respectively. Finally, in
the fourth part, production costs, operating costs in DCs, collection and disposal, and recovery centers are determined.
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∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑∑∑

The 2nd objective function represents the minimization of the total amount of emissions among various levels of the
SCN, including seven terms: the total amount of pollution emissions between suppliers and producers, producers and
DCs, DCs and customers, customers and collection facilities, collection facilities and disposal facilities, collection
facilities and recovery facilities, and eventually between recovery facilities and producers.

Constraints
(1)

Constraint (1) indicates the capacity limitation of each production center according to the level of technology in each
period.

∑

(2)

Constraint (2) indicates that a level of technology must be chosen to build a production center.

∑∑

(3)

Constraint (3) shows the capacity limitation of suppliers for supplying raw materials in each period.

∑∑

(4)
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Constraint (4) indicates the capacity limitation of DCs for distributing the products to the customers.

∑∑

(5)

Constraint (5) represents the capacity limitation of collection facilities to collect returned products from the customer.

∑∑

(6)

Constraint (6) indicates the capacity limitation of disposal centers for the processing and disposal of products sent from
collection centers.

∑∑

(7)

Constraint (7) indicates the capacity limitation of recovery centers to process and recover products sent from collection
centers.

∑∑

∑

(8)

Constraint (8) guarantees the balance of inventories in DCs in each time period.

∑∑∑

∑∑∑

(9)

Constraint (9) indicates the minimum volume of raw materials required to produce the final products in each period.

∑ (∑ ∑

∑∑

)

∑∑

(10)

Constraint (10) shows the balance of the volume of input materials to production centers, which should be equal to the
volume of final products sent from that production center to DCs in each period and according to the coefficient of
consumption of raw materials.
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∑∑

(11)

∑∑

Constraint (11) shows the balance of the volume of input materials to DCs, which should be equal to the volume of final
products sent from that DC to the customers in each period.

∑∑

𝛼

∑∑

(12)

Constraint (12) indicates the balance of the volume of input materials to collection centers, which should be equal to the
volume of returned products (percentage of products received by the customer) by customers in each period.

∑∑

∑∑

(13)

Constraint (13) indicates the balance of the volume of input materials to disposal centers, which should be equal to the
volume of sent products (percentage of the products of the collection center) by collection centers in each period.

∑∑

(

) ∑∑

(14)

Constraint (14) indicates the balance of the volume of input materials to recovery centers, which should be equal to the
volume of sent products (percentage of the products of the collection center) by collection centers in each period.

∑∑

∑∑

(15)

Constraint (15) indicates the balance of the volume of input materials to recovery centers, which should be equal to the
certain volume of recovered products (percentage of the products of the recovery center) by recovery centers in each
period.

∑∑∑

Constraint (16) expresses the capacity limitation of the transport system e in each time period.

(16)
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∑∑∑

(17)

Constraint (17) expresses the capacity limitation of the transport system f in each time period.

∑∑∑

(18)

Constraint (18) expresses the capacity limitation of the transport system g in each time period.

(19)

Constraint (19) determines the relationship between the allocations of production centers to suppliers with the volume
of sent raw materials in each period.

(20)

Constraint (20) determines the relation between the allocations of customers to DCs with the volume of sent products in
each period.

∑

∑∑

∑

(21)

Constraint (21) indicates the time window for receiving raw materials by production centers in each time period.

∑∑

(22)

Constraint (22) indicates the time window for receiving products by DCs in each time period.

∑∑

∑

(23)
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Constraint (23) indicates that the volume of the product sent by production centers to DCs should not surpass its
production volume in each period of each product.

*

+

(24)

Constraint (24) specifies the domain of the variables.

IV.

 -CONSTRAINT METHOD

The ε-constraint approach is one of the most famous techniques for coping with multi-objective optimization
problems, which tackles these problems by shifting all the objective functions into the set of constraints while keeping
just one of them (Mavrotas, 2009). Finally, by identifying the number of breakpoints, the Pareto front is generated. As
one of the important superiorities of the ε-constraint approach, it is able to tackle the number of generated efficient
solutions while other exact techniques, such as the weighted sum technique, cannot provide it. By considering the
values chosen (  i ) for sub-objective functions, the model is then solved.
For our model, the ε-constraint method is employed through Model (25).
( )

(25)

( )

…
( )
The main steps in the ε-constraint approach are given in the following:
1) Considering one of the objectives as the main objective function,
2) Based on each objective function, the model is optimized. Then, the optimal values of objective functions are
determined.
3) The variation between the two optimal values of the second objective function is divided into several pre-determined
parts. A table of values

 2 ,,  n is then generated.

4) The problem is solved by the main objective function and  2 , ,  n ,
5) Pareto solutions are provided.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here, the computational results are given and discussed according to the evaluation of the suggested model's
functionality and the proposed solution technique.
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A. Validation of the proposed methodology
In order to do the validation of the suggested methodology, a numerical example is considered to be solved. The
required information of the network is given in Table II.
Also, the other parameters of the problem are randomly produced with uniform distributions according to Table III.
Most of these parameters are adapted from the relevant research works in the literature of perishable products
distribution, such as Dai et al. (2018) and Yavari and Geraeli (2019).
Table II. The small-size instance for the SCN

Facility

Number

Suppliers

4

Production facilities

3

DCs

3

Customers

5

Collection facilities

2

Recovery facilities

2

Disposal facilities

2

Products

2

Raw materials

2

Time periods

4

Technology levels

2

Transportation systems

2

Table III. Value of parameters

Parameter

Value

U(

)
)

U(

,

,

U(

)

U(

)

U(

)

U(
U(

)
)
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Continue Table III. Value of parameters

Parameter

,

Value

,

U(

)

U(

)

U(

)
)

U(

)

U(
U(400,500)
U(500,650)

𝛼

U(

)

U(

)

U(

)

U(

)

U(

)

U(

)

The instance has been solved in GAMS/CPLEX solver using the ε-constraint approach in about 32 seconds in Table IV.

Table IV. Solution results.

ε-constraint
Pareto Solution No.
Obj 1

Obj 2

1

4769448.52

63835.32

2

4819596.50

61826.72

3

4897304.47

57407.70

4

5129590.31

52456.54

5

5233112.95

50038.57

According to Figure 2, the blue dots show the solutions obtained from the ε-constraint approach. As can be
observed, the obtained solution has a high variability due to different costs and pollutants.
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Figure 2. Pareto optimal solutions generated by the suggested method.

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Here, sensitivity analysis of the important parameters affected on objective function is performed considering the 3 rd
Pareto point as the selected solution. Firstly, the rate of disposable product impact on each objective function is
investigated separately. Its amount varies from -20 to +20 percent. Figure 3 shows the variation of the objective
function according to the disposable product parameter.
As illustrated by Figure 3, increasing the amount of disposable product rate causes to raise the total cost while the
emission amount has more negligible effect than the disposable rate variation.
The customer demand is also analyzed to investigate its effect on each objective function. To do this end, its amount
is changed from -20% to 20%. Figure 4 depicts the trend of objective function according to demand variation.
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Figure 3. Effects of the disposable rate variations on the objective functions.
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Figure 4. Effects of the demand variations on the objective functions.

As depicted in Figure 4, increasing the amount of demand causes to increase both the total cost and emission
amount. Finally, the impact of recoverable product rate is discussed. Figure 5 shows the objective function variation
trend according to recoverable rate changes.
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Figure 5. Effects of the recoverable rate variations on the objective functions.

As shown in Figure 5, the recoverable product rate variation does not have an equal effect on objective functions.
Increasing this rate causes to increase the total cost, firstly, it will decrease while decreasing this rate does not
significantly affect the costs. On the other hand, the emission amount is decreased by increasing the recoverable rate.
Finally, one of the most important cost-related parameters is considered to be analyzed; that is the unit shortage cost
of products.
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Figure 6. Effects of the unit shortage cost variations on the objective functions.
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According to Figure 6, both objective functions are sensitive to the variations of unit shortage cost, where the 1 st
objective function is the most sensitive one. For the 20% increase in this parameter, both objective functions reflect the
most variations.
To discuss and analyze the practical and managerial implications, it should be expressed that different parameters
have various impacts on the objective functions. Since the objective functions are in conflict, it is critical that the
decision-maker or management takes into account their importance levels and try to define the optimal policy through
defining the number of resources. For example, both objectives reflect significant changes against demand variations
which should be treated by allocating appropriate amounts of resources such as the capacity of facilities, transportation
systems, etc. In some cases, the capacities need to be expanded by employing high-tech machinery, a skillful workforce,
etc. On the other hand, the management always should consider the required resiliency against the uncertainty of
parameters which results in a large amount of shortages.
However, as mentioned before, managers face some challenges, such as determining the number of products shipped
among various centers and making locational and allocation decisions. The proposed model helps managers to decide
about them with minimum possible costs and emissions. As a bi-objective model is developed, a Pareto solution frontier
is obtained where managers select the suitable one based on their priorities.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this research, a green closed-loop SCN corresponding to the production and distribution of the perishable product
was designed. The main contribution is the design of a backup decision system for planning the supply, production, and
distribution of perishable products regarding major real-world assumptions such as different levels of technology and
approved time windows for the distribution of products using vehicles with a suitable cooling system. The main
objectives of the problem were to minimize the total cost of the network and the total amount of emissions at the chain
levels. Furthermore, GAMS/CPLEX solver and ε-constraint method were employed as an exact method to solve the
problem and prove the correctness and validation of the proposed model. For further study, the future suggestions are to
introduce the concepts of reliability of facilities, route traffic, as well as the application of other meta-heuristic
algorithms and comparing with the proposed research algorithm. Furthermore, the sustainable development concept can
be studied in the problem as one of the recent significant subjects (Najafi et al., 2020; Tirkolaee et al., 2021a, 2021b;
Khakbaz and Tirkolaee, 2021; Jahani et al., 2021).
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